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Upon arrival at Wendover Field, Utah, I proceeded to the supply building for an issue

of clothing. Col. Tibbet had issued orders for new clothing to Lt. Jessie Smith. This was

determined by me to be the name of the owner of the jacket, which I discovered on the

trip to Wendover. Since the letter was addressed to this individual, I made the assumption

that person was the owner of the jacket. Now I would have some official clothing to

wear.

We were instructed to assemble at the Wendover Field Headquarters building for crew

assignments and living quarters. Colonel Tibbet met me before I could draw my

assignment. He said, “I have been given complete authority to name anyone available to

work with me on this secret mission we are about to embark on. However, I have found

out since departing Dalhart Army Air Field that there are other secret missions in process

at that facility, and I have unfortunately errored in making you one of my selection. We

have a flight departing this afternoon that will return you to Dalhart to resume your duties

there. I am sorry to have inadvertently selected you for this mission and to have

interrupted your valuable mission. Be at the Field Ops Building at 2:30 pm to meet

Captain Willie Wilson and his A-20 crew to fly you back.” Colonel Tibbet extended his

hand and wished me well is my duties and again apologized for the interruption.

This time coming into Dalhart Army Air Field, I had documentation as to who I was

and had the orders to continue in my operation at the Dalhart Field. We parked on the

tarmac within yards of our loading point yesterday. So, as a smartly dressed Lt. Smith, I



marched back to the work station within the hanger of the secret and strange aircraft

cockpit.

When approaching the area marked, “Top Secret, Need to Know”, there was a military

policeman station there. I thought I might never get back into the cockpit of the strange

craft to return to the future.

“Good afternoon, Sir,” said the corporal, “please sign in, Lt. Smith.” Now I thought

that I probably have passed through this area sometime in the future since this seemed to

be my first time seeing this guard and he knows me from that, or I look very similar to

the real Lt. Jessie Smith. The episode left me scratching my head for the moment but then

I thought that this may be one of several trips for me. This was too big and eye opening

for me to leave alone, that was for sure, and I wanted to learn as much as I could.

I went straight to the cockpit. I was the only person inside the room and most of the

workers outside had gone for the day. The cockpit controls appeared to be in the same

places as I had left them. I turned the main switch to “On” and considered where I had

put the controls just before I met Colonel Tibbet. I was sure it was down to minus 5 and

then quickly return back to the middle zero location. I now was going to reverse the

process by going quickly to plus 5 then promptly back to the middle zero.

The whine the machine makes is a scary, menacing sound, one that you want to turn

off quickly, which I did, in that I went to plus 5 and quickly back to zero. As before, it

took several minutes for the sound to get back to the bearable decibels and as before, the

whine did not completely shut down for a half hour or so. That told me the rpm that the

contraction reached had to be an amazing number. Axles, bearing and lubricates as I



knew them could not hold up to that kind of rpm, so it must be something brand new to

my way of thinking.

Emerging from the cockpit I again made a tour of the contraption and except for a

slight vibration of the cowling, there was nothing visible to check and no inspection

plates available to remove for monitoring inside that cowling.

I had no idea how long this journey had taken in real time and if Jim would be around

this day. Walking out the door of the “Top Secret” enclosure, no one was around. No

guard, no Jim, just the cobwebs and silence of the first time I entered the place. It was

still daylight but I was not sure what day. I pulled off my jacket and shirt, leaving me

dressed in my pants and t shirt. I only hoped that if Jim was still here that he would not

remember how I was dressed the last time I saw him.

Walking out in the full sunlight blinded me for a few seconds, but I could hear a

pickup approaching me. I stopped and waited as Jim pulled up along side of me, “Long

day, huh, boss? I could hear that contraction of yours whining over on the other side of

the runway. That sucker is sure loud. Are you about ready for us to lock this place down

for tonight?” So, I thought, time is different on this side of the machine also and I would

need to think on that some also. It seemed to me like I was gone longer than a full day.

“Yeah, Jim, but are you going to be working tomorrow?” I asked.

“No, sir, they give me the weekend off. I suppose I could ask for some overtime if

you need me. I know they want to sell that hanger to you folks. You want me to call my

boss and ask?”

“No, Jim, I will use that time to do a little more research. But I will see you Monday

morning early. I don’t see my rental car. Do you have any idea as to where it may be?”



“Yes sir, boss, a fellow from the rental agency came over and was looking for you

saying there was something wrong with the contract or something. I think the car was

supposed to be turned in a few days ago. I’m not real sure and I did not know what to tell

him as I could not find you.”

“That’s ok, Jim. Could you give me a ride to my motel downtown?”

“Yes sir, boss, no problem.”

Saturday I went over to the Dallam Hartley County Library. I stumbled around for a

while looking for what I could find on the old Army Air Field. The librarian pointed me

to the computer that contained the archives. She suggested I try the years of 1942 – 1946.

I turned up several articles on the Army Air Field, including it being turned over to the

city in 1946. I happen across a news item from 1949 stating that several visitors were in

town to discuss some venture going on at the field that was a government sponsored

event. Very little information was included in what type of work was to be preformed

other than to say it was experimental in nature. One of the visitors was a student of a

former renowned Nazi physicist named Erich Kreiner. Later, using the Google function

of the computer, it turned out that this Erich Kreiner was one of 28 scientists working on

a time transporter for Hitler during the war. I was assuming this student was an important

physicist himself. This report stated that Kreiner had some success in sending several

technicians into the future and returned to their own time before Germany fell to the

Allies. The goals of the Nazi’s were to send some 5000 elite troops to Germany in the

year of 2145.

Components of the purported time machine that were recovered from the Berlin

bunker have long since been lost according to Kreiner and his group. The machine was



not all that large and was designed to generate light and ultra-high frequency sound

waves making transportation easy. So, to me that meant there was an available cockpit to

house the machine and the person being transported to and from the future or past had

purposely designed it to look like an aircraft simulator. It was a great idea in my way of

thinking.

The men visiting that day in 1949 were being guided by a Lt. Jessie Smith, a specialist

that was assigned to head up the American part of the experiment. When the writer tried

to question Lt. Smith he evaded all questions and stated that he would no doubt be

visiting with them at some point in the future, but he did say that only one structure of the

old Army Air Field would be involved in the work area, and due to the secret nature of

the work, guards would be placed around the building. No visitors would be allowed

inside the building while this phase of the experiment was being conducted. I thought

then that Lt. Smith must have gone back into Germany around the end of the war, stolen

the machine and brought it back to Dalhart somewhere around the year 1942 or 1943.

How else could it have come to be in Dalhart?

I ran across another newspaper item accidentally from a 2006 newspaper stating a Lt.

Jessie Smith was listed as missing as his rental car was found abandoned and not trace of

Lt. Jessie Smith could be found. No one at the airport knew where he was. There was no

sign of damage to the car. The incident was still being investigated. This confused me as I

had rented my car under my own name Peter Birdwell. But, if I or even Lt. Smith had

been coming and going in 2006, we certainly did not need a rental car around with no

renter available while we were time traveling. This had to be corrected.



I had rented the car for a day and had not called or change the agreement. I should go

back to the airport, return to the past and correct my mistake with the car rental agency

and maybe rent under my new assumed name of Lt. Smith. I called Jim’s cell phone and

told him I was grabbing a cab and would work briefly for a couple of hours. I did not

need any assistance and I since I had cut the lock to the building, there was no need for

him to come out. I wanted to make sure it was ok with him and if so, I would spend a

little time our there today. He said it was perfectly alright and he would see me Monday.

After seating myself at the controls this time I decided that probably less than 1 on the

scale would be enough of a trip to get me back to my first arrival day. I only needed

about four days, so probably a very small minus tug on the handle. I dared not go to more

than that. Turning the machine on and a very slight movement toward the minus sign had

the whining going strong. I got it back to the zero level as quickly as I could.

I stepped outside to find Jim driving over close to the office but he looked over at me

and turned, coming in my direction. I would follow his lead as to what the time frame

was for my coming out of building now, as this had not happened before. “Hey, boss, did

you finish early?”

“No, Jim I just remember that I needed to visit with the rental car company on my

contract and I think I will be calling into headquarters to see if we should buy this

building. I’ll be back shortly.”

I visited the rental car agency and rented the car for a month, just to be safe and told

them if I had a problem and needed to leave town after hours they could find the car at

the airport and I would mail the key back to them. They did not have a problem with that

arrangement.



I called my company stating that I thought we should go ahead and at the very least

put some earnest money down on the building for a rental or buying, based on how they

would feel about it at this time. I called in and the boss said to go ahead and lock the deal

up and we would work on the signing and deal closing next week.

No one knew about the machine in the hanger. The government for some reason had

abandoned the operation or something had happened to turn people away from this

contraption. Was Lt. Jessie Smith the key as to why it was not operational?

There was a storage building on the property, Western Storage Buildings with the

phone number painted on the side of the building in large letters. I called the number and

the fellow said he was on his way out and he would rent me one of the units today. He

said he only had one available, one for storing recreational vehicles and asked would that

do. Of course, that was a perfect fit for what I had in mind.

This unit was closest to the airport side of the building. I called Jim again and told him

we wanted the building and would close the deal next week. “Jim, I have some time on

my hands today. Could I move the contraption stored inside that building over to the

storage unit next door? I would need to borrow your fork lift to take it over and I would

have that much done before next week.”

“Aw, no problem, boss. That junk in there is so old and outdated it could not be any

use to anybody. The key is in the ignition of the fork lift. If the load is very heavy, take it

kind of slow as those old tires ain’t the best in the world.”

“You got it, Jim. Thanks a lot. I will get right on it.”

Looking around after arriving in the hanger with the fork lift, I spied the double doors

where the entry of the unit had to have been made into the hanger. It was sealed pretty



well, but a couple of lift with the fork lift under the old doors brought them right off their

hinges. I pushed them to the side and telling myself to come back and clean it up after

delivering my machine to the storage unit.

From start to finish took about three hours and I had the contraption securely locked,

with my locks, inside the Western Storage Building unit, rented under the name of Lt.

Jessie Smith.

Returning to the hanger, I put the doors back, roughly in the same place but not

attached to anything, but resting against the frames. I scattered some dirt over the tracks

of the fork lift except those running toward the doors. However, if you had not seen the

hanger before, it still looked like it had not been used in some time. Jim would know, of

course, but I don’t think anyone else will and frankly, I don’t think Jim will set a foot

inside the building unless he is asked to check it out.

I returned to the contraption inside the storage unit, climbed into the cockpit, turned it

on and the whine was strong, gave it a slight nudge to the plus side, then right back to the

zero marking. That whining would wake the dead. My next trip may be into the future

just to move this machine to a remote location.

In the motel that night I couldn’t sleep. What all could you do with this machine. For

good and, then I thought, also for evil. No, no, I told myself, for good only. Never for

evil. Sleep did not come until the wee hours of the morning, and after an early breakfast

and I went out to the storage building for a trip…A trip, but to where, and what year? I

needed better definition on the panel markings showing how far back and forward each

marking takes me, month and year at least. I had to have pen and paper inside the cockpit

to record each trip and maybe some incremental markings on the control panel.



What is my next destination? Can this machine make a difference? Can I keep it

hidden? A trip to Lt. Jessie Smith’s past? Could Lt. Smith in reality be me or did I

assume his identity?

I am not sure at this moment if this is the end of the saga or if it is only the beginning.

If I can keep this machine running, there should not be an end.

So, a pause in time…….


